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One Above Zero
Registered Here
Monday Morning
No Danger Of Coal
Shortage But Truckers
Urge Ordering
Ahead Of Need

To Play
Downtown Dimmers 8InTeams
Rotary Club's
Ordered On Tonight Benefit Tourney
In compliance with a recent and without them, the business
order of the War Production district would be dangerously
Board for a "brownout" of all dark."
Merchants who have been acelectric lights used for outdoor
large lights
displays and advertising, Prince- customed to leaving
burning inside their places of
ton's downtown district will put business at night are asked to
on dimmers tonight and there- replace these with small bulbs,
after until the order is rescinded, to help safeguard against breakR. S. Gregory, district Kentucky ing, instead of having no store
Utilities manager, said Monday. lights at all during this emerStore owners and others using gency.
"Any customer who violates
electric signs were notified by
letter Monday, Mr. Gregory said. the WPB order is subject to
The "brownout" will also af- penalties prescribed by federal
fect the Capitol Theater, since law, which may include disconthe WPB order states "marquee tinuance of electric service at
lights in excess of 60 watts for 'the direction of the War Production Board and under the
each" must go out.
White Way street lighting in terms of the order the Kentucky
excess of the amount determined Utilities Company must report
by local public authorities to be to WPB the name and location of
necessary for public safety comes the consumer who refuses to disunder the ruling,' Dr. W. L. Cash, continue a violation of the ormayor, said the "White Way" der," say the K. U. letter to its
here will be kept burning as it customers here, in part, urging
is because these are the only immediate voluntary compliance
lights we have on Main street effective today, February 1.
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RUSSIANS GAIN ALONG EASTERN FRONT
The headline news in the papers one
day recently that told of 295,000 Germans
killed and 86,350 captured during the
Russian drive which within the last three
weeks has drawn to within 90 miles of
Berlin as this is written, is the best of
all war news for this democracy.
Only dead Germans cannot make a new
war soon.
And only if German cities and towns
are devastated, their homes, stores and
factories wrecked, their people left homeless, shattered and afraid .. . only if
these things happen in many Nazi domitro
ated places will war be long away from
the nations of Europe and the world.
We who served in that other World
War begun by the Junkers and their serfs
learned this lesson 25 years ago. Pershing, the ramrod-backed general of all
United States forces, was shocked and
chagrined by the armistice which the
Kaiser's warlords won before Allied
might could wreak any retribution for
German sins upon those living on German soil.
And today, as we read the good news

about many dead Nazis, we are pleased,
since it refutes the boasting claim made
by the German generals after the last
war that Germany was never conquered,
that her armies were never whipped. It
also will make for a longer lasting peace
. . . altho definitely not a permanent one;
for death brings peace to the now hopeless Nazis and their passing brings the
promise of peace to all the millions who
have suffered untold agonies, ruin and
destruction at the hands of these and
other German armies for centuries.
Compassion for the helpless and homeless Germans now sadly taking that last
walk toward Berlin, where trenches and
tank traps are now the order of the pour,
is in the heart of every American who
has suffered himself. Also, the Leader is
not mad at anybody, including Germans.
But in the interests of humanity in
general and future security and peace
. . . including peace for Germans of
course, we feel that the mass killing of
Nazis now going on is the best of all
possible news.
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By Jack Stinnett
Washington — Already we are o n e exceptionally
beginning to get a foretaste of side point. He said "the
cost of 'veterans of
what the war is going to but will increase the p
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in his budget

insuperable 'load in the home front fight'
for victory than the railroads. And none
performs more effectively or helpfully
for us all in times of peace.
Read the I. C's advertising messages.
They are filled with patriotism and the
high ideals this great institution has
maintained through the long years. Discount today the sometimes disagreeable
facts of travel by rail and. give thought
to how well the Illinois Central has
fought for victory by delivery the goods
needed by our fighting forces . . . While
at the same time continuing that familiar service to all of us in the delivery of
countless essential articles at our doorsteps, day in and day out.

No industry has done better to lift an

Recently the Paris edition of Stars and
Stripes printed an editorial which was
written by an army officer, rather than
by an enlisted man. But its author, Maj.
Arthur Goodfriend, began his army
career as a private, a combat infantryman before Aachen. So in his editorial,
which was illustrated with a picture of a
German soldier crouched behind a machine gun, he spoke as a soldier to soldiers. And he speaks to us here at home,
too: •
Look, Britain! Look, America! Look,
people of the United Nations! This is a
German soldier. Good, bad or indifferent,
he is a fighting fool. His future is ho? less. He is fighting as he hlis never
fought before.
Listen, America! Listen, Britain! Listen, the United Nations! This man and
millions like him are the enemy. His gun
is loaded. When the trigger is pulled it
shoots.
There is death in this man. Death in
this gun. Death for any of us who, for
as much as a minute, takes his eye off
the peeps. Whatever we soldiers have—
all we have—we need to beat him. Singlemindedness. Solidarity. Skill. Confidence
that every man behind us is dedicated to
one end—the death and defeat for this
foe.
To do this job our leaders are chosen.
Chosen by us—by the people. They, in
turn, have chosen our supreme commander. He leads us in the west. He disposes
the troops, chooses the generals. Moves
them here today, there tomorrow. Shifts
men and Materials to meet the tides of
war.
And so the British fight under Eisenhower. The Americans fight under Montgomery. The French fight under Bradley.
The British and Americans fight under

the French. French, British, Americans,
what does it matter?
What on God's ice-crusted earth
matters right now except killing this
Hun? What Eisenhower does is for Ike
to decide. For us to obey. With understanding, the understanding born of having fought under him from the beaches
to the borderlands of the Reich. •
He who places pride above military policy is a fool. He who spends rumor is a
traitor. He who panders to local prejudices and pride at the expense of the
great purpose of all peoples—the defeat
of this German—is an enemy. An enemy
who sells out the soldiers, the peoples,
the principles, the peace of an entire
world.
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to our office, was doubly so this
week when he brought the good
news that "Miss Fan" Underwood, one of our favorite perLetters home from fighting KEA convention . . . No vaca- sons, is coming to spend the
men overseas telling what the tion in April this year, due to day with us before long. Maybe I can get her to do this
Red Cross is doing for them are wartime ban on such meetings. column for me, since she has
wanted for use in connection
/111
been pinch-hitting for the New
with the forthcoming Red Cross Shelby Peace, the popular Era's Office Cat columnist
campaign here. Parents, wives, USES man from Hopkinsville latterly . . . in happy vein and
relatives or sweethearts: If you and always a welcome visitor to excellent effect.
have such letters, please bring
them to The Leader or give to
Chairman Thos. S. Simmons
SOON.

almost one-fourth Of the
force."
Interest On The Public
The estimate for l946-.
000,000—represents an
of $755,000,000 over tis
purposes, call for a total exfiscal year. The year •
penditure for the 1948 fiscal
course, is out of sight
year of $9,848,000,000. These to
anything dreamed of
three items are:
the "defense era" opened
Veterans' pensions
and benefits__ $2,623,000,000 1940.
Tax Refunds: A phen
Interest on public
4,500,000,000 new to this war. About a
debt
2,725,000,000 dollars will go to indivi
Tax refund
Together these three items come taxpayers who are
cost a comparatively paltry $1,- rarly overcharged through
600,000,000 in the 1939 fiscal holdings from paychech.
year. In the current fiscal year, other billion or so will
ending June 30, 1945, they are corporations and others she
costing an estimated $7,200,600,- wartime excess profits taut.
law calls for ten per
000.
cent
4rfekte President pointed out that
the 1946 figure was larger than
the whole federal budget five
years -.go.
The size of that veterans' pensions and benefits item can be
better appreciated if you consider that during the entire
history of the country, up to
June 30', 1926, care of veterans
of all wars cost only a little
more than 11 billion dollars.
The recommended veterans'

these taxes to be returned
the war.
The rest of the refunds
be made to persons and
porations who built emerg
war factories, were taxed
their profits but who find
profits will not be so great
expected because their

appropriation for 1946 is about
20 per cent of the estimated appropriations for other than
dircet war purposes. It is more
than double the current year's
figure.
One 85 - million - dollar item
is for construction and reconditioning of hospital facilities
that the President said might
ultimately have to include 300,000 beds.
In connection with veterans'

Cleveland, 0., came very
to being the automobile
of the United States. '
Detroit, as more han 80 d
makes of cars were built
during the early days of the
dustry.
Early automobiles frigh
so many horses and created
much runways that one
facturer mounted a dummy
head at the front of his
to fool old Dobbin.

The feller out in Wyoming
who, according to the papers,
has a cocker spaniel pup that
digs his own carrots because he
likes 'em so well, has nothing on
us. Our cocker eats lettuce,
radishes, carrot s, cawliflower
and even onions, mixed in salad.
In fact, we haven't found anything yet this 'pup won't eat.

HE THINKS OF HOME IN TERMS OF GETTING BACK ON THE JOB

Col. T. A Pedley, Jr., this reporter's younger brother, who
is fighting with his Infantry
regiment in Belgium, has been
awarded the Silver Star. . . I
don't know what for as yet. He
is right well known here, where
we both visited frequently as
boys.

UR national leaders advise us to be
prepared for the coming of peace, for
the return to normal living standards. At the
heart of the whole problem of reconversion is
the question of jobs for returning servicemen
and women and all who need and want them.
Aside from those who will enter or resume
professional careers, or open their own businesses,
the returning veterans have only two choices
as to jobs. One kind is provided by Government and controlled by politicians. The other
is provided by private business and industry.
Farm jobs, like factory jobs, depend on the
employer earning a legitimate profit.

It is rumored Princeton has a
chance of obtaining a new
factory, to employ about 400
workers, mostly women. A cornni
The factory will make articles
needed post-war, as well as now.

Under our American system of free enterprise, the farm boy who "hires out" has a
right to hope to own his farm some day, just
math.factot7 or officet. iyark(er_orus
nght to lope to rise to a pbsition
- of—timpanibility with his firm or even to own

Bubs Harralaon and Jackie
'are very stuck on themselves
after their experience at the
Boy Scout meeting at Madisonville last week, where they performed as the only Cubs present,
The aftermath for Jackie Is,
apparently, a mild case of flu.
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Delight was expressed here
Monday by Sen. A. B. "Happy"
Chandler's many friends at news
coming out of Washington that
their favorite might run for
Governor in 1947. Of course they
think he would be a cinch to
win. It goes without saying he
would have an automatic organization here, as elsewhere over
the State, composed of ardent
and all-the-time followers.
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A young man entered a local
place of business the other day
and asked: "Have you any
cigarets"? Receiving a negative
reply he said: "Well, have you
any Kools"?

We wish this editorial could be reprinted in every newspaper in the United
States. Despite all the efforts that have
been made by patriotic, intelligent Americans there are still too many rumors being circulated in this country. There are
still too many ill-informed, if not ignorRumor has it at least one woant, people who unwittingly serve the man will enter the lists for the
purpose of German propagandists by re- sheriff's office this summer.
peating half-truths, or no truths at all, Other races are being talked too
but no
done here
which create distrust and suspicion of as yet. filing has been
our Allies, or, worse still, weaken other
peciPle's faith in the wisdom, skill and I wish that I could make a rule
motives of our own leaders.
That every moth must go to
school,
To all such, in every community, large
or small, should be carried the flaming And learn from some experienced mole
words of this soldier-editorialist:
To make a less conspicuous hole.
"He who spreads rumor is a traitor.
—Montreal Star.
He who panders to local prejudices and
pride at the expense of the great purpose
Nothing unusual about that
of all peoples—the defeat of this Ger- 850,000 sale price for a Colorado
man—is an enemy. An enemy who sells bulL Tommy Manville paid
out the soldiers, the peoples, the prin- double that for a heifer or two,
and five-and-ten heiress doubled
ciples, the peace of an entire world."
that to acquire pedigreed Swede.
(Providence Enterprise—Journal)
(Joe Richardson, in the Glassgow Times.)

London—It looks like wool, it feels
complicated and slow process by which
like wool and as a complement for true
sheep transforms vegetable proteins into
wool it is likely there will never be
wool. Hulled peanuts are ground, and the
enough to go round.
peanut oil extracted, leaving oil-free peaThe fiber, recently announced by the
nut meal with about nine percent nitroImperial Chemical Industries laboratories,'
gen. Further refinement removes residual
is Ardil, made from ground meal of peameal of about two percent nitrogen which
nuts.
is usable as cattle feed. The basic Ardein
Development of the fiber is being acprotein then is made into an Ardil liquid
claimed in England as an important adby an alkali solution of caustic soda, and
mow
tho field a textiles; ase-ftil not
this is precipitated into a viaobuir-atitts
r4reefirrthe wonienintinstry but1ifebih -"Thtlitabli-tOrspliiniiik..'Fine illaMents
and rayons as well.
threads are projected into a coagulating
The chemical process which produces
bath from a spinnerette, producing Ardil
Ardil duplicates in the laboratory the
staple fiber.

Roosevelt,
called "the aftermath of war."
Three items in this "afterovermath" caOgory, somewhat
looked in the excitement over
estimated expenditures for war
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I. C's. Amazing Performance
Last week this newspaper, along with
others served by the great Illinois Central System, published the first of a new
series of advertisements calculated to
draw attention of the public to the tremenduous benefits accruing to millions
of individuals from thiA railroad's performance as a carrier of freight.
So accustomed have most of us become
to the excellent freight service of the I.
C. that we take it as a matter of course;
but many have come to a new realization
of the very great factor this freight service is to every community . . . and to
amazed and appreciative recognition of
the outstandingly fine job the railroads
generally have done in the war emergen-

The After-Math Of War

Socialized industry such as TVA and socialized
business, for which TVA sets a pattern, seek
to substitute planned economy for free enterprise, to substitute a regimented people for a free
people. They do not create new wealth but
seek to take over markets developed under the
American system. They aim to exploit where
others have pioneered.
So we must face the larger question: What
kind of industry do we want in Kentucky? Do
we want the Governtilent-subsidized brand that
pays little or no taxes, that limits advancement
to political favorites? Or do we want the kind
that American free enterprise provides—offering
equal opportunity, paying its share of the tax
load, supporting worthwhile community projects
of every, kind?
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Denist Pension Tax
Pipes Water From Would
Paste Cubans
Reservoir To Barn

THE GARDEN
Hy John S. Gardner, Kentucky
College of Agriculture and
HOme Economics

J. F. Graham

Washington — A proposed bill
to pension Cuban dentists would
be financed by a 5 percent tax
on dental equipment and tooth
paste, according to the Office
of the Coordinator of InterAmerican Affairs.

Creomulsion relieves promptly beCounty Agent Sam Porter of
cause it goes right to the seat of the
Campbell county helped Dairy
trouble to help loosen and expel
germ laden phlegm, and is14 nature
Farmer Frank Krift in loating
to soothe and heal raw, tender, inand constructing an earth dam
flamed bronchial mucous membranes. Tell your druggist to sell you
a reservoir which will supply
a bottle of Creomulsion with the unwater for livestock throughout
derstanding you must like the way it
the year and the power for de- Huff, a contractor who is co- quickly allays the cough or you are
have your money back.
livering w at er to drinking operating with County Agent to
bowls in the dairy barn during Porter in his farm livestock ,CREOMULSION
water supply program.
for Coughs,Chelt Colds, Bronchitis
the winter.
The reservoir is located at a
sufficient height to force water
by gravity through 300 feet of
one-inch pipe to the barn. The
pipe was pushed through the
base of the dam by the bulldozer after the dam was completed.
Livestock will be fenced out of
the pond to keep the water
clean.
4.4t4 BASIL RATH-BONE • NIGEL BRUCE
The reservoir intercepts water
the
through
which formerly ran
barnyard and fields below causing gullies in both places, and
directs it through the spillway
into a natural draw protected
from erosion by sod. Built to
$150, the reservoir will holdi
408,000 gallons of water. The
—and_
soil was treated with soda as
to prevent seepage and th
banks of the ,dam were sodde
to prevent erosion on them dur
ing heavy rains. The reservoi
was constructed by Willia

The 1945 garden season is in
the offing, to be upon us before
ary and Deflationary
we know it. Those gardeners
e grim warnings about
who are known for their luck in
tlways having good gardens have
ionary gap - the difalready begun to plan, so that
etween payments .to
when the weather comes, they
and existing goods
can become "activated on all
ices to be bought
fronts," as the Military might
failed in their prosay it.
ing the past three or
It goes without saying that
. Nevertheless, dangeverybody who can should have
lation are still prea garden. It's patriotic, as homeexemplified by the
grown vegetables save just that
savings by individuals
many for the armed forces and
are estimated to be
for the war material producers,
billion dollars, making
Marguerite Coulbourne, 26, who must depend on commerulated total of over (above) former college peauty, cially raised vegetables. The job
dollars in the last and Donald M. Nelson, president- the professional vegetable men
• It should be pointed ial adviser, are planning to be have will be no easier this year
ver, that part of these married, the Warhington Post than last; in fact, quite possibe not all in cash or said it had been reported. (AP ly, on the contrary. That in- BENNY LEONARD GETS NEIL AWARD—Lt. Comdr. Benny
Leonard (left) receives the Edward J. Neil plaque from Former
t bonds but in in- Wirephoto).
dustry is definitely short-man- Mayor Jimmy Walker as Jack Dempsey stands by, at New York.
or other business inned, and may become more so. Leonard, now in the Maritime service, retired as undefeated lightGoods and services trates per animal unit will be
Growing one's own vegetables weight champ in 1924. The Neil plaque is awarded annually by the
Boxing Writers association to the "boxer who has done most durfor purchase are still about 10 per cent larger than is smart; it eases the budget. Or
ing the year to keep the sport in the public eye." (AP Wirephoto).
situation,
This
supply.
last year or slightly over one put another way, a home gard, is conductive to ton per animal unit.
ener may earn wages quite comflationary tendencies.
Total feed grain production in parable with those of an airthe end of the war in
plane riveter. Even at pre-war
counterbalancing situ- Kentucky in 1944 was down prices, this was true. It's also
News representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions of those
pected to develop and about 8 percent while numbers smart with respect ot canned who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county almost
40 years ago and recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files
t is expected to de- of feed-grain consuming animal veiptables, as to prices and
of Twice-A-Week Leader of those years will be published as •
terially, at least tern. units on Kentucky farms are ration points, and perhaps as to regular Leader feature. The articles are reproduced just as the
People still remember down about 15 percent. The Ken- the supply there may be next Princeton reporters, shortly after the turn of the century, wrote
e depression years of
winter. It's smart, as regards them
tucky hay crop, however, is
Princeton, Ky. March 18, 1904. were served. Those present were
and uneasiness may
quality. Casting no aspersions,
m the unemployed to estimated to be about one-fifth shop-worn vegetables may lack The dance given by a few as follows: Amby Larkins, Edna
se incomes and say- less than that of 1943 while the the savor of the garden-fresh Princeton young men last Fri- Hewlett, Nellie Terry, Alma
mple for their needs. hay consuming animal units de- product. It's smart, all ways, to
day night over Griffin & Wat- Rosenberg, Minor Metcalfe, Rose
dopt a policy of wait- clined only about 2 percent.
have a garden.
highly en- Goldnamer, Elizabeth Gues t,
Reduced hog numbers,both in
what will happen, of
However, the matter needs kins art studio, was
Roy Towery, Scott Lamb, Forest
onto savings so that Kentucky and the United States, to be approached with circum- joyed. Those present we r e: Terry, Ferman Jackson, Seaton
INSURANCE OF ALL
Wolfe,
Aimee
together
with
strong
and
continued
Misses
Della
le out only from
spection. There should not again
Boynton, Leonard Greer, Roy
the deflationary forces demand for pork and lard in- be the hysteria that drove Aylene Jones, Louise Pettit, Stevens, Marshall McGregor and
KINDS
dicates that hog prices will be Victory gardeners in 1945, and Hazel Johnson, Willie Winstead,
d to overcome.
Pepper.
e feed situation in the near ceiling levels in 1945, ex- again, but less, last year. Then, and Bessie Martin. Messrs. Rob• • •
tat es is definitely cept during periods of heavy it was learned that the land inson Hodge, Jeff and Ray JohnPrinceton, Ky. Sept. 9, 1904. W. C. Sparks
✓ 1945 than in either marketings.
must be fit, or capable of being son, Chas. Rich, Duke Pettit, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Wood have
The number of cattle market- made so with the right fertilizer. Hubert Young, and Dr. 0. B.
two years. Total feed
returned from their wedding
Glenn E. Farmer
supplies are estimat- ed in 1945 is expected to con- It was learned that pests need to PowelL
tour, and are as happy as can
•
•
•
tinue
at
or
above
the
record
he third largest on rebe fought, and that there *tould
be. May their lives always be as
Sam Koltinsky
supply of feed concen- level of 1944. Slightly more be at least a lend-lease arrange- J Princeton, Ky. March 18, 1904. it is now, are the wishes of their
left
this
cattle are being fed this season ment whereby proper equipment Miss Bertha Moore
many friends.
than last but still the number is could be had.
week for Ilsley, where she is
school.
She
teaching
a
spring
below the average of the last
On the other hand, it was
five years. Cattle prices are ex- learned, too, that with the coun- taught a successful school at the
pected to continue at the high ty extension agents, or here at same place, last spring. Miss
county's
levels of 1944.
Lexington, lies a store of infor- Bertha is one of the
The number of sheep and mation needing only to be tap- best and m ost progressive
lambs on January 1, 1945, pro- ped, that would make the gard- teachers, and is quite popluar
Dwelling on Franklin bably were about 5 percent en a going concern, That infor- and liked wherever she teaches.
• • •
smaller than a year earlier. mation is still on tap, to make
Street
Princeton, Ky, April 29, 1904.
Sheep numbers probably will all 1945's gardens successful. To
Dwelling, N. Darby not be reduced further, so the
that end, too, this column aspires The Treble Clef Club met in
Dwelling, N. Darby slaughter of mature sheep will to lend all its aid, in the 39 regular session with Mrs. Chas.
decrease sharply in 1945. This, weekly stories that are to fol- Smith, at the home of Mrs. J.
Farm near Princeton
together with a smaller lamb low.
D. Leech. A miscellaneous proFarm about 8 miles crop, would indicate that 1945
gram was given, consisting of
slaughterings may be as much as 1944. Strong slaughter lamb many beautiful and well renderof Princeton, Ky.
10 to 15 percent below those of prices undoubtedly will result. ed numbers. Mr. and Mrs. J. D.
The supply of dairy products Leech and Miss Fannie MoreNow Many Wear
is not expected to be sufficient head were pleasant visitors.
to fill the 1945 demand at pre- Despite the inclement weather
vailing prices. If the feed-sub- a full number were in attendWith More Comfort sidy program is continued, the ance. Miss Clara Mae Smith
GENT
TASTEICTIL a pleasant alkaline (non• returns to dairymen should be favored the club with a charmmore
acid) powder. holds false teeth comlephone 25
more
favorable again in 1945.
ing recitation. Delightful rePrints. To eat and talk InFASTEETH
fort, iust sprinkle a little
INCETON, KY.
Prices of poultry meats are freshments were served, after
Pasty
on your plates. No VITIMY..FooeY. odor'
taste or feeling. Checks plate
expected to remain near the which the guests reluctantly de(denture breath). Get PASTEETli at
SOY drug store.
1944 levels. Large stocks of eggs, parted. The next meeting will
together with relatively large be held at the home of Mrs. A.
current receipts, will continue L. Wilson, May 10.
• • •
to have a depressing influence
on egg prices. Support prices
Princeton, Ky. June 17, 1904.
for eggs may be effective much Monday quite a number of
of 1945.
young people were entertained
Burley tobacco stocks are at a by Frank Myers at the home of
relatively low level and with a Mrs. Wm. Gray, Washington
continued expansion
in the street. Elegant refreshments
utilization, of cigarettes and
plug tobacco, disappearance is 4-H'ers Sell Tobacco
expected to set a new record in
Harrison county 4-H Club
THE STORE FOR FASHIONABLE
1945. Even though another large members exhibited 22,366 pounds
crop of burley is produced, bur- of tobacco at their annual show
ley tobacco is in a favorable which sold for an average of
WOMEN—
position.. The stocks of dark- $51.04 a hundred. The highest
fired and dark air-cured tobac- price was $57.49, received by
cos in the hands of foreign Frankie Perraut.
countries probably are ae extremely low levels. It is anticipated therefore, that the export
demand for these types will be
good during the next few years.
ADDED! WORLD NEWS with LOWELL THOMAS
From the standpoint of domestic
demand, too, all types of dark
S. Main St.
tobacco are in a favorable position and are expected to be for
the next two or three ye
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ALAN LADD'S BACK!
In a Sensational Drama

Service Insurance
Agency

,

n E. Young,

FALSE TEETH

AL,
LADD
6,0t.
YOUNG

the Screen's Greatest
Star rises to new
dramatic heights!

THAT UNTAMED TRIO!

HERE'S

Blasting the badlands and
battlin redskin savages!

MORE!

BULLETS AND
SADDLES

What
ky? Do
d that
anent
the kind
feting
the tax

starring

RAY CORRIGAN
DENNIS MOORE
MAX TERHUNE

TUESDAY WEDNESDAY
A STARTLING LOVE STORY!
The tale of a voyage that
had no destination ... of
a crewless ship lost in a
fog-swept sea!

JOHN GARFIELD
PAUL HENREID
SYDNEY GREENSTREET
ELEANOR PARKER
A sensational cost in a
sensational'story!

CARTOON
IN
COLOR

COMING! FEB. 8 - 9

Grantland
Rice

-

questions
(BURLEY AND DARK TOBACCO)
Hopkinsville, Kentucky
Phone 794
Second and Virginia Streets
You will receive courteous treatment and the highest market
price for your tbbacco.
(Dewey Scoff, of Kuttawa, wile be on the floor at all times tr
Receive)

*
NO. 10
Daredevils
of the
West

•dlA

SUSAN
H AYWA RD
BARRY
SULLIVAN
BEULAH
BONDI

Plus These Short Units!
"MORE FROM NOSTRADAMUS"
POPEYE CARTOON
LATEST NEWS
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Ration Stamps To Deaths-Funerals
last Four Months Mrs. Helena Guess Lamb
Action Taken To Allay
Fears Of Another
Invalidation
(By Aimoclatod Press)

Washington—Acting to allay
fear of another sudden invalidation, the OPA has set forth for
housewives a definite policy on
cancellation of food ration
stamps.
Hereafter, the agency announced, red stamps for meat and fats
and blue for processed foods will
expire four months from the
date of issuance. This replaces
the program of indefinite valadity for these coupons which had
been in effect since last spring.
Sugar stamps also were given
fixed expiration dates again.
Number 34, now in use, will be
invalid after February 28. The
next sugar stamp, number 35,
Is valid February 1 for five
pounds and remain good through
June 2. Sugar stamp number 38
Is scheduled for validation May 1.
OPA will continue to validate
a new series of red and blue
stamps at the start of each month,
usually five of each color at a
time. Since they will be good
for four months, this means that
four blocks of each kind will always be in use, expiring on a
staggered basis.
The first red and blue stamps
to expire under the new system
will be those which came into
use December 1 and 3, respectively. They will not be valid after March 31. They include:
Red—Q-5, R-5 and S-5; blue—
X-5, Y-5, A-2, and B-2.

cd

Funeral services were held at
the Brown Funeral Home Sunday afternoon, Jan. 28, for Mrs.
Helena Guess Lamb, whose
death occured Thursday morning, Jan. 25, after a short illness
following a heart attack.
Rev. 0. M. Schultz, former
pastor and family friend, delivered the funeral message.
Mrs. Lamb is survived by two
daughters, Mrs. Felix Murphy,
Detroit, Mich., Miss Leslie Lamb,
Princeton; two sons in the armed forces, Charles Lamb, Philippine Islands, Claude Lamb,
Camp Howze, Tex.; two grandchildren, seven sisters, and one
brother. A daughter, Mrs. Ouida
Polatty, proceded her in death.
Mrs. Lamb was a former resident of Princeton, and was
well and popularly known in
social and religious circles. She
was a member of the First
Baptist Church. Interment was
in Cedar Hill Cemetery.
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If,. Heel•Marli tells you
at•glance—A
Sh• woilw in Poe

Nan—Turf Tan Calf Spectator Pomp High Heel — $7.95
Pert—Black Patent High Heel Open Toe Pump — $7.95
Jackie—Patent Leather Cut Out Sandedl — $7.95
Sold Exclucively by

Herman Bannister

Princeton Shoe Co.

Herman Bannister, retired
railroad engineer, died at his
home on West Market street
Sunday afternoon, Jan. 28, at
the age of 58 years. Mr. Bannister had been ill only a few
hours, and his death came as a
shock to his family and friends.
grandchildren, Berry Neal
He was a former employe of
Bannister, West' Salem, Ill.,
long standing of the I.C.R.R.
James Allison Spar, Newburgh,
Co., having begun as a young
Byron Rogers, Jr.,
man in the trainman's division, Ind., and
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Young Bennett. Mrs. Brinkley will rePrinceton. He is survived also
at Princeton. He subsequently
and
Kelly Landes made a busi- main for an extended visit.
C.
V.
Russell,
sister, Mrs.
removed to Providence and then by a
trip to Paducah Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Herod
ness
a
brother,
E.
J.
Louisville,
and
to Evansville, where his advanceIll.
Bannister,
Murphysboro,
,
daughters, Zelma Lou and
Blackwell,
of
the
and
The
Rev.
Mr.
ment continued until he became
Funeral services were held at Baptist Seminary, Louisville, Bettie Jean, of Princeton, were
engineer. He returned to PrinceThe stones road between Phila- ton in 1929, where he continued the Brown Funeral Home Tues- preached at the Cumberland Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
delphia and Lancaster, Pa. was residence until his death. A day afternoon, 2 o'clock, the Presbyterian Church Sunday Ernest Herod.
the first paved highway In the paralysic stroke suffered in Rev. Charles P. Brooks, First
Mrs. Newton Ward was a reChurch, delivering the morning. Rev. A. D. Smith,
United States.
spring of 1933 forced his re- Christian
Members of pastor, preached at the night cent guest of Mrs. Alma Ward.
funeral
address.
tirement in May of that year.
Miss Lemma S.Cruce, Clarksthe Christian Church choir sang service.
He is survived by his widow,
Misses Charlotte Hurst and ville, Tenn., was a weekend
chosen
hymns.
Gunn,
a
the former Miss Vera
Pallbearers were resident en- Marian Dean, of Marion, were guest of her sister, Mrs. Ivan
son, Neal, West Salem, Ill., two
gineers
of Princeton, active: Tom weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs. Bennett and family.
daughters, Mrs. J. H. Sphar,
Miss Mary Ellen Boaz, of
Jones,
J.
H. McCaslin, Lonnie Ruble Akridge.
Newburgh, Ind., Mrs. Elizabeth
Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey Leitch- Evansville, was a weekend guest
Sparks, Fred Watson, J. D. BurRogers, Princeton, and three
gess, W. 0. Towery; honorary: field had as their Sunday dinner of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. D.
J. B: Bohanon, Will Loftus, W. guests, Rev. A. D. Smith, Rev. 0. Boaz.
H. Vaughn, T. R. Buttermore, J. Mr. Blackwell, Louisville; Mr.
N. Powers, and G. R. McKinney. and Mrs. Ray Blackburn, Mr.
Interment was in Cedar Hill and Mrs. Noble Paris, and Mr.
Famous doctor's discovery acts on the Cemetery.
•and Mrs. Dan Bugg and childCENTRAL PRESBYTERIAN
150 acres-1 1/2 miles kidneys to increase urine and relieve
ren, Joan and Dan, Jr.
painful bladder irritations caused
Monroe Patterson, of Prince- SUNDAY, FEB. 4, 1945
west of Princeton, near
Newland Receives
9:45 A.M. Church SchooL
by excess acidity in the urine
ton, was a guest of Mr. and Mrs.
10:45 A.M. Service of Praise
There is no need now to suffer unnecessary Honorary Appointment
M.
S.
Sunday.
Lowery
southyards; electricity— distress and discomfort from backache, Frankfort, Jan. 29—Harrod B.
Miss Bertell Henson, Paducah, and Meditation.
bladder irritation, and ran-down feeling
due to excess acidity in your urine — talt•
7:30 P.M. Evening Hour of
visiting her parents,
the famous doctor's discovery —DR. Newland, Director of the Ken- has been
KILMER'S SWAMP ROOT. For Swamp tucky Division of Forestry, has Mr. and Mrs. Cort Henson.
Worship.
Root acts fast on the kidneys to increas•
the flow of urine and relieve excess acidity. been notified of his election as
Rev. Franklin B. Lane, PaciMr„ and Mrs. Vernon Yandell
Originally discovered by • well-known
physician. Swamp Root is a carefully vice chairman of the Tennessee- and son, London, Ky., are visit- fic, Mo., will deliver morning
blended combination of 16 herbs, roots, Kentucky section of the Society
ing her parents, Mr. and Mrs. and evening sermons.
vegetables, balsams and other natural ingredients. It's not harsh or habit-ferming of American Foresters for 1945. Albert Walker.
Prayer Meeting in Annex,
In any way — just good ingredients that
This year's chairman is Paul
help you Mel worlds better fast!
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Hunsakdr each Wednesday evening, 7:15.
Send for free, prepaid sample TODAY? Gerrard, of Nashville, and under
and children, Camp Campbell,
Like thousands of others you'll be glad
that you did. Send name and address to the section's procedure the vice
were weekend guests of her OGDEN MEMORIAL
Department
E, Kilmer & Ca., Inc.. Box
Phone 54
chairman
is
advanced
to
the
high1255, Stamford, Conn. Offer limited. Send
K S. Denton, Pastor
mother, Mrs. Florence Parr.
at tmaa All druggist. eitli Swamp Root.
est post at the end of his term.
9:45 A.M. Sunday School,
Mr. and Mrs. Gene Rogers
have moved to their farm and Harry Long, Supt.
11:00 A.M. Crusade For Christ
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Harris
have occupied the home recent- Cantata and Communion Servly vacated by Mr. and Mrs. ice.
The Crusade For Christ offerRogers. Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Prowell have moved to the home ing will be taken at this time.
8:30 P.M. Youth Fellowship
formerly occupied by Mr. and
service. Jeanette Talley; Leader.
Mrs. Harris.
7:30 P.M. Evening Service.
\Mrs. Lawrence Blackburn and
son, Richie, visited her brother,
Leon Morgan, and family near Cattle Market Steady
At Sales Here Monday
Princeton, last week.
Cattle sold about steady com\ Mrs. Charles Young, Evansville, was a weekend guest of pared with sales a week ago on
her sister, Mrs. Weldon Yandell the Princeton Livestock Market
Monday, it was reported by
and family.
Mrs. M. W. Wilson and dau- Dugan Ordway, manager. Total
ghter, Eudean, and Mrs. E. T. sold was 645 head. Baby beeves
Brinkley of Mt. Carmel, Ill., are topped at $14; No. 1 veals, $16.visiting Mr. and Mrs. Ivan H. 30; and hogs, $14.45.

Property
For
Sale!

Fredonia News

Jim Catlett, Home
(Continued from Page One)
he contracted the dread malaria
and has had eight attacks of the
disease, one since he came home
on his first leave.
The Princetonian told of the
nervous strain that drives some
men crazy and the constant
bombing and strafing • that ac,
companied the invasion.
"Some men get used to the
trouble, others never do. I have
seen men go about their business
while the bombs were falling,
With the idea they will hit you
no matter where you are, if it is
in the books. I had rather be
under a rock," he declared.
Catlett said he became capable
of sleeping soundly in his foxhole while bombs dropped all
around. He told of one man who
died when a piece of shrapnel
whizzed over the ground and
dropped squarely into his foxhole.
Catlett is the son of Mrs. Warren Catlett and formerly was
connected with the Twice-AWeek Leader, Princeton newspaper, as co-owner. He is 35.

From Bladder Irritations!

At The Churches

RATION
FREE
Gay Lounger

Ask to See
STYLE NO. 1172
As Sketched

HERE is a sandal that
everyone likes, because it's
sporty and gay. You'll find
it comfortable to play and
rest in — Made of imitation lizard in tan, blue, and
red, or imitation patent,
with a Vinyl sole to be
non-rationed at

C. A. Woodall

Princeton Shoe
Company

Ethyl Gas
Kero Gas

noul.99

Pennzoil
Anti-Freeze

Head-of-class Spring clothes for Kindergarteners. Adorable,
pretty-making dresses, skirts, blouses and sweaters—just like big
sister's! And for little play boys—gabardine shorts—wash suits,
too. All at low, low prices'

TOT SHOP
HOPKINSVILLE, KENTUCKY
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PRODUCTION TRAINEES

TRANSPORTATION REIMBURSED
LIVING QUARTERS-FOOD & SHOPPING
FACILITIES RECREATION PROVIDED
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If you want to add your skills in this

CIVILIAN HOME FRONT WAR
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TRAINEES

(Male and Female)
Registered Nurses
Radio Mechanics
Chemical Operators
Physicians
Electrical Mechanics
Stenographers
Maintenance Mechanics
Typists
Medical Laboratory Technician
Pipefitters
Electrical Switchboard Operators
Clerks
Welders (Combination & Acetylene
Chemists
See our representative at

The United States
Employment Service
Office Of The War
Manpower Commissiol

•
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Lowry, of
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at
203 East Ninth Street
Hopkinsville, Kentucky

Thursday, Friday and Saturday,
February 8, 9, 10, 1945
Those in essential industry need not apply

many go
ut our Cre

e Cheese,

I have bought the interest of Dr. C. F.
Engelhardt in the business, formerly known as the
Western Auto Store. The business will now be operated under the fins name of "General Auto
Supply
Co.", at the same loqktion on East Court Square.
All merchandise that was purchased from en under a guarantee will be backed by the same guarantee
by the new firm. If any such merchandise does not
prove satisfactory, bring it in and we vrill make a fair
adjustment.

100% Pure Oil.
$1.40 Per gal.

Princeton, Ky
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EXPERIENCED OPERATORS

Watch our advertisements and show windows for
that "hard to get item" that you need. This week we
have the following special items just received.

9¢ Per gal.

L B. WILLIAMS, Mgr.

imp

CARBIDE AND CARBON CHEMICALS
CORPORATION

A message of interest to our many
friends and customers!

We can also take your tires and have them
recapped.

405 Hopkinsvilie Street

NEEDED
WAR
WORKERS NOW

NOTICE!

18.6¢ Per gal.

CORNICK OIL CO.

ande

sure you'll

Grade 3 Tires For Sale.

ARNOLD'S
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SAVE MONEY BY GASSING WITH US.

Bright "Little" Fashions!

named Wanda Rose.

PRODUCTION

Only $2.95

We extend to you a cordial invitation to
visit our Station and let us service your car.

Mr. and Mrs. William Houstin
Vinson, Princeton, Route 1, on
the birth of a daughter, Susan,
Jan. 25.
Mr. and Mrs. Orbie Oliver,
Star Route, on the birth of Ai
daughter, Jan, 18. She has been

and are skilled as

$4,750

SPRINGTIME FOR TOTS!

Congratulates

Mr. and Mrs. Leernat
Moore, Princeton, Route k
the birth of a son, Le,
Jan. 17.
Mr. and Mrs. William
Dearing, Star Route 5,- ot
birth of a son, Ronald IN
Jan. 17.
Mr. and Mrs. Barkley
king, Eddyville, Route 1, ot
birth of a son. 14 has
named Harold Eugene.

(Male & Female)
For work in Vital War Project Near Knoxville, Tens

1

WONDERFUL RELIEF

The Leader

•

Tire Pumps (heavy duty)
4-way lug wrenches
/
1
2x9-16 open end wrenches (good quality)
Screw dirvers (life-time guarantee)
one magazine type coal heater
Seal beam fog lights
Sgal beam fog light units
onss-ssew--euto radio
Auto top material
Generators and starters
Ford A head gaskets
Vulcanizating kit with clanfp and patches
Auto mirrors (oblong and round)
One heavy duty tarpaulin, 14x16

Generalluto Supply Store
J. A. CREASICY, Owner
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Women's Page
amihon — Lowry

BECOMES BRIDE OF
POPULAR PRINCETON IAN

edding
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of interest to a
ircle of friends was solembetween Miss Betty Jane
on and Mr. Conie Crittenwry, both of Nashville,
Epworth
e
Methodist
, at 8 o'clock, Saturday
, Jan. 27. Rev. A. F.
e s, officiating minister,
the impressive ritual bealtar banked with deep
palms and feathery fern,
by tall baskets of white
'. Ivory tapers in wrought
candelabra, lighted the
as the wedding party asbefore the altar.
ogram of nuptial music
esented by Mrs. Lowry
organist, and Miss Kay
soloist.
bride was given in marriher uncle, W. H. Carr,
re a gleaming white satin
dress with fitted bodice,
with a small peplum at
istline, and a full, circuextending into a long
er tiered veil of filmy
fell from a tiara of seed
d rhinestones. She carhite Bible, with a marko delicate white orchids.
ride's sister, Miss Dorotilton was maid of honor,
Sara McCorkle, of
lie, S. C. was bridesmaid.
•re similarly modeled
Mrs. Conic Crittenden Lowry
dresses of white and
se jersey, respectively, W. R. Shelton, all of Nashville. Louisville. The bridegro
om is
ried bouquets of spring
A reception at the home of the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Isaac
Mrs. Hamilton, the Mr. and Mrs. Carr, followed
the Gresham, Princeton, and is a
mother, wore a blue
Ceremony. The bride's table was graduate of Butler High School,
odel and Mrs. S. J. overlaid
with a lace cloth; and Class of 1938. He has been a
mother of the bride- white
candles in crystal holders, member of the U. S. Navy the
wore turquoise blue flanked
the three-tiered wedding last 5 years and has recently recake, encircled wi t h white ceived promotion to Chief Petty
ridegroom's father, Mr. gladioli
florets. The house was Officer. He is stationed at Newwry, of Princeton, was decorate
d throughout, with white port News, Va., where he will
. Ushers were Wayne B.
gladioli.
be joined by Mrs. Gresham
ohn A. Johnson, Jr., and
The former Miss Hamilton is about February 1.
the daughter of Mrs. Vaun
Chevalia Hamilton. She attend. James McLean has reed the University of Tennessee, turned from a visit with friends
Knoxville, and was, prior to her in Chicago.
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Pepper and
marriage, in the research laboratory at Vanderbilt Hospital, Mrs. Willard Chambers were
visitors in Louisville one day last
Nashville.
The bridegroom is the elder week.
son of Mr. and Mrs. S. J. Lowry,
of the West Kentucky Experiment Station, Princeton. He is a
graduate of Butler High School,
and of the University of Kentucky, Lexington, where he received his A. B. degree. While in
fly good things the University, he was a member
of Sigma Alpha Epsilon, PM
our Creamed Cot- Beta Kappa, and Omicron Delta
eese, that we sug- Kappa. He is a recent graduate
of Vanderbilt Medical School,
ou call 161 for a car- where his medical fraternity was
Alpha Kappa Kappa; honorary
livered to your door. fraternity, Alpha
Omega. He is
now assistant resident in neuroure you'll enjoy its surgery to Dr. Cobb Pilcher, at
fresh flavor in Vanderbilt Hospital. The young
couple will continue to reside
*ches, salads a n d in Nashville.

tempting combina-

too, you'll g e t
important proteins
in every way to
f finest meats.
ttibution to wellmeals; and it's
ioned!
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the
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tere•
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not
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Phone 50
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Brinkley — Crowe
Hale and Miss Mary Wilson EldJan. 30, following appendectomy.
red visited Mrs. George 0. EldA popular young couple, Miss
Mrs. James Rowland and baby
red and little son, John Shelley,
Elizabeth Brinkley, and Mr. WilMrs. Clarence Agee, Mexico, daughter, Fredonia, dismisse
liam Harvey Crowe, were united
Mrs. William H. Solley, Central at Riverside Hospital in Paducah
d
last Thursday.
in marriage, Sunday, Jan. 14, at City, spent
admitted for treatment by radithe week-end here
Tuesday, Jan. 30.
Mesdames Richard Ratliff and um.
Kuttawa, in the home of the
with her mother, Mrs. S. 0. CatMrs. Carlton Blackburn, disCharles Ratliff and Mr. and Mrs.
Rev. L. J. Knuth, who pronouncRumsey Taylor spent last Thurs- missed Saturday, Jan. 27, followed the ceremony. Mrs. Freda lett and other homefolk.
Need a
Mrs. Billy MeCaslin spent a dq,y in Nashville
ing tonsilectomy.
Coleman and J. C. Crowe were
.
few
days
of
LAXA
last
week
TIVE?
Tommy
Louisin
;Miss Mary Wilson Eldred left
Farmer, young son of
the pnly attendants.
ville, where she visited friends. Tuesday for
Black-Draught to
Both bride and bridegroom
Louisville, where Mr. and Mrs. Ray Farmer,
Mrs. Willis Threlkeld, the form- she will spend
1-Usually prompt
are well known young people,
two weeks with Princeton, dismissed Tuesday,
er Miss Katharine Hodge, has re- her brother,
2-Usually thorough
she being a daughter of Mr. and
Marshall Eldred and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Bill
turned to her home in La Habra, family.
Powell, Pa3-Always economical
Mrs. C. E. Brinkley, formerly of
ducah, were guests last Sunday of
Calif., after a three months' visit
Mrs. Earl Smith and little
Princeton, now of near Madison- to
her mother, Mrs. Blanche Hobher father and sister, S. D. daughter, Ann,
have returned to good,
ville. Young Mrs. Crowe was Hodge,
S. Jefferson street.
and Miss Virginia Hodge, their home in
Kirkwood, Mo.,
reared in Princeton and is a N.
Mr. and Mrs. Neal Bannister
Seminary street. Mrs. Threl- after a "'visit with
her
parents, and spn, of West
graduate of Butler High School. keld also visited
Salem, Ill., and
her aunt, Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. E.
M. McCaslin Mr. and Mrs.
She has for sometime been an V. A. Riney, Benton,
J. H. Sphar and
Mrs. Au- and family, W. Main
Street.
employe cq the J. C. Penney brey Bunton, Smithlan
son,
of Newburgh, Ind., attended
d, and relMr. and Mrs. S. J. Lowry atstore.
the funeral of Mr. J. H. Bannistatives and friends at Murray.
tended the wedding of their son,
The bridegroom is a son of Mr.
er here Tuesday afternoon.
Misses Virginia Hodge and Dr. Crittend
en Lowry to Miss
and Mrs. J. W. Crowe of the Audie Green, teachers at Butler
Mrs. W. C. Moore, the former
Betty Jane Hamilton, in MemMiss Hattie Lamb, spent Tuesday
Cedar Bluff community, and is High and Eastside shcools, spent phis,
Saturday.
and Wednesday here, the guest
a recent graduate of the Cobb the week-end in Louisville.
Bergetta Ratliff was in of
her mother, Mrs. Sallie Lamb,
High School. He also attended
Mrs. Dique Eldred, Mrs. Henry! Liedisville
Tuesday of this week. East
Market street.
the University of Kentucky. He
#.100.114•0110.4•0••••••••••••••••••••W
is a recent military inductee, and
has passed his preliminary physical exam, expecting to leave
about Feb. , 6. Mrs. Crowe will
resume her position with the J.
C. Penney Company.

Personals

Mrs. Sharp Hostess
To Bridge Club
4 Mrs. Stanley Sharp entertained members of her bridge club
at her home on North Jefferson
street, Friday night, Jan. 25.
Present were Mesdames T. J.
Simmons, Hewlett Morgan, Hillary Barnett, Herbert Lewey,
Thomas Lacey, Billy McElroy
and Misses Vergie Barnett and
Mary Loftus.
First prize was won by Mrs.
Hillary Barnett and second,
Miss Vergie Barnett. A dessert
course was served by the hostess.

Hospital News

FIRST ARRIVALS
FOR SPRING 1945
Each day, shipments of new
Spring
chandise arrive at our doors. New merand
different hats, dresses, coats
styled in the 1945 manner, forand suits
looking individuals who wish to forward
assembling their spring wardrobstart
es in a
careful, leisurely manner.
Come in, browse around, and view
the lovely first arrivals for 1945.
Here
are just a few of the new things
of
interest.

Hats
Suits
Coats
Dresses
Blouses
Jackets
Skirts
Raincoats

Mesdames R. L. Putman and
Merle Brown, of the Highlands,
were visitors in Hopkinsville,
last Tuesday.
Miss Margaret Cartwright,
iieficinsville street, spent last
weekend in Louisville, visiting
friends.

NEW

HATS

1.95 to 18.50

SUITS

25.00 to 49.95
Satin-Twill

Beck — Gresham
Miss Nina Mae Beck and CPO
Robert (Bob) Gresham, popular
young people formerly of the
county and city, were united in
the holy bonds of matrimony,
Thursday, Dec. 21, at Jeffersonville, Ind. The double ring
ceremony was used.
The bride was becomingly attired in a two-piece street model
of soft blue wool, wore alligator
pumps and matching accessories,
with corsage of natural orchids.
Her only, attendant was Mrs.
William Wines, of Louisville,
who wore a light blue crepe
dress with black accessories and
gardenia corsage.
Young Mrs. Gresham is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. W. H.
Beck, of the Eddyville Road.
She is a graduate of Butler High
School, Class of 1944. She has
been employed with the Southern Bell Telephone Co. at

for

DRESS UP FOR SPRING NOW!

Coats and Suits that are Fashion Tonic for
winter days!

ifY)

COATS
of our bright new Spring coats is just the thing
've your Winter outfit and your spirits a lift that
tide you over to Spring....

$19.95 to $29.95

COATS

25.00 to 49.95.

Check a CHEcK for Spring '461
Your sophisticated street dress in checkei aware `b
Mak*
new collar..,the smart touch of a wide cuff on •
three-quarter sleeve. In Black, Navy Jr Brown.
sizes 38 to 44. No. 4411.
$1095

jorooTkkretota,•ing

now and through Spring a soft, young suit from
new arrivals will give you that wohderful feeling
ing properly dressed.

$19.95 to $29.95
VIE Mt EASY LAY-AWAY PLAN!

iktortorrs

a.NAVY Year/
Your pretty, practical suit dress, in Navy Blue
Colonade Rayon Crepe, dressed up with a detachable frilly vestee in crisp white Dotted Swiss.
Navy only, sizes 38 to 44. No. 5011.
$1295

Incorporated

The Friendly .tore For Spur. Women

Hopkinsville, Ky.
°Princeton's Moot Deportnient Store

DRESSES

10.95 to 25.00

THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON. KENTUCKY

Better Lumber Is
Needed For War

Average Age In
Kentucky Lower
Than In Nation
The average age of people in
Kentucky was 25.4 years at the
time of the 1940 census, nearly
two years more than the average age had been 10 years earlier, it is reported in a recent
bulletin published by the Kentucky Agricultural Experiment
Station. This is evidence of. a
gradual aging of the population
in the state, it is stated. However, the average Kentuckian was
still younger than the average
person in the nation.
The average .of people in Kentucky cities is nearly eight
years more than on farms. City
men are 30.1 years old and city
women are 30.8 years old. HowDEVASTATION IN HOUFFALIZE—Bombs from Allied aircraft caused this destruction in Houffa- ever, on farms men are 22.7
lize, Belgium, before First Army troops entered the town in the counter-attack to erase the I years old
and women are 22.3
German break-through gains. This photo was taken by Byron H. Rollins, Associated Press phoyears old. These figures indicate
tographer with the wartime still picture pool.(AP Wirephoto).
the greater numbers of children
Seventy-one Approved
'Rank' Party
in farm homes, and the preChicago — Mayor Kelly and sence in cities of more men and
Kentucky Hatcheries
A thousand acres of burley his son, Joe, a sailor on fur- women in the early and middle
Seventy-one of the 120 hatcheries In Kentucky operated und- tobacco were grown by 700 farm- lough, were invited to a party years of adult life. They do not
er the National Poultry Improve- ers in McCracken county in 1944, along with many other people, mean that farm operators are
ment Plan last year, according the crop averaging over 1,000 including a number of high mainly young men; in fact the
brackett Army and Navy officers. average age of farm operators in
to the poultry section of the Col- pounds per acre.
The father was prevented from most of the state was more than "GOSH, PM GETTING FAT"—Forrest (Nubbins)) Hoffman of
lege of Agriculture at LexingSeveral poultrymen in Butler
attending by unexpected business 46 years, and in 22 counties it Cheyenne, Wyo., the 3-year-old who had two Christmases last
ton.
year because he was not expected to live until Dec. 25, came to
county reported flocks producand when his son returned from was more than 50 years.
Denver, Colo., for a physical checkup and found he had gained
The capacity of these 71 ing better than average
during the affair,
pounds. Nurse Virginia Balfe approves, too. (AP Wirephoto).
10
the
lad commented:
The figures on ages, the report
hatcheries was 3,905,750 eggs. the month of December.
"Gee, Dad, was I out-rankedt" shows, emphasize the importance
About 4,000 flocks supervised by
Feed sacks are being used by
in rural Kentucky of institutions
the Kentucky Poultry Improve- Hart county homemake
rs for
Only small amount of cobalt and activities for farm children,
ment Association supplied the closet accessories, such
as laun- are produced in the United State.
such as the schools and child
eggs.
dry bags, shoe bags and shouldwelfare programs.
refrigerati
on.
er protectors.
Three carloads of sweet potaRoot-rot resistant varieties of
Enjoys Three Big Meals And
tobacco and heavy fertilization toes were shipped in December Three To Speak
are credited with giving Ander- by the Graves County Coopera- On Leaf Growing
Does a Full Days Work
son county farmers their highest tive Marketing Association.
Every Day Now, He
The program of the agronomy
Plans are underway in Knox
average acre yield.
States. Pains In Arms And
It is estimated that approxi- county for the planting of meeting on Feb. 1, during the
Legs Also Relieved.
Farm
and
Home
Convention at
mately 50,000 trees will be Kudzu by several farmers.
"Nervous indigestion puiled
Lexington
, includes three talks
Charlie Campbell of Bell counordered in Marshall county for
me down from 205 to only 155
planting in February and March. ty reported his flock of 500 of special interest to tobacco pounds, but thanks to Retonga
growers.
Dr.
W.
D.
Valleau
will
Homemakers in Trigg county White Leghorns produced alI now eat anything and I sin
speak on varieties and disease
report having ripe tomatoes and most a case of eggs daily during
195 pounds," gratefully declares
Phone U
control;
L.
S.
O'Bannon on con- Mr.
green peppers in January as a December.
G. L Wright, well known
Princeton. Hy.
euneunteeennetneteneeenee........weeneeeleemeneemee result of paper wrapping
Homemakers of Me Idr u m, ditioning and ventilating tobacco resident of Route 2, Soddy,
and
Pine county, are working with barns and Russell Hunt on Tenn.
the Parent-Teacher's Association rotation and green manure
"At one time I lived on a diet
and pupils to decorate the local crops for tobacco. All three men of one tablespoon of oatmeal and
are
at
the
University of Kenschool.
one glass of milk every two
Albert Lane, a 4-Her of Wood- tucky College of Agriculture and hours," continued Mr. Wright. gave me was astonishing. I beExperimen
t
Station.
ford cotinty, reported producing
"Sometimes I felt sore all over, gan eating solid food again, all
Other talks at this program
3,218 pounds of tobacco on an
and my ankles felt so sore in the soreness and pain in my
will
deal
with
the
application
acre feedlot heavily manured
the mornings I could not walk muscles has been relieved and
of
fertilizers,
crop improvement
and treated with 1,500 pounds of
through better seed, and the for about an hour. My arms so has the constipation. I sleep
fertilizer.
often were so painful I could fine, and I do a full days work
pro3luction of bluegrass seed.
Fifteen homemakers' clubs In
hardly raise them and the slight- every day. Retonga is a world
Shelby county contributed $109
est pressure on my legs was beater."
ay
Stannard
Baker
biogto the Phone-Home fund for
Retonga is intended to rerapher and essayist, writes under painfuL Even a glass of sweet
hospitalized soldiers in Louismilk would make my stomach lieve distress due to Vitamin
the name of David Grayson.
ville.
swell with gas. I had to use B-1 deficiency, constipation, inMore wheat was seeded in
powerful purgatives, my nerves sufficient f lo w of digestive
Lee county last year than for
were on edge, and I could hard- juices in the stomach, and loss
many years.
of appetite, Accept no substitute.
ly walk around the house.
Christian county homemakers
"Finally a friend got me to Retonga may be obained at
made several thousand cookies
Pepsi-Cola Company. Long Island Cily, N.Y.
try Retonga and the relief it Dawson's Drug Store. =adv.
at Christmastime for the local
Franchised Bottler: Pepsi Cola Hopkinretile
White Oak logs and Big Milk Producer
Bottling Company
The gardenia was named after
USO.
s
.
Alexander'
Garden, of
Holstein-Fr
The
iestian Asso- Charleston, S. C.
Standing Timber.
ciation of America announces
SEE
that six cows 01 the herd at the
Agricultural Experiment Station
Frank Denney
at Lexington produced more than
12,000. pounds of milk each last
at
year. The best one produced 15,Mill Yard, Eddyville Road
420 pounds of milk containing
I mile south of Princeton or 573
pounds of butterfat and the
at Henrietta Hotel.
lowest one produced
12,085
Chickasaw Wood Products Co. pounds of milk and 498 pounds
of fat. They were milked twice

Ky. Farm News

DEPENDABLE
iNsuRANCEI

Kentucky foresters are urged
to' emphasize to lumbermen the
need .for concentrating on production of better /umber grades.
The occasion was a three day
school in lumber grading and
grade sawing conducted at London, Ky., for U. S. Forest Service personnel.
Better grades of lumber are
the ones most frequently in demand by industries supporting
the war effort. .Linv grades
normally produced along with
better grades will find a market.
Excessive production of low
grades and less useful kinds of
lumber are wasteful of manpower and equipment.
Consequently, sawmill operators requesting assistance from
various governmental agencies
may expect the type of lumber
being produced and the degree
to which it is being used to
support the war effort, to have
an important bearing on the
consideration given their applications.

Brazil Wants Wheat
From Own Farms

Slight C
In Red P
febr
forw„.ington
,

Rio De Janeiro
which In colonial times
wheat for itself and ft,,
25,000,000 dollars a year
ing wheat and agricultural
presently is spending airy
perta are urging farmers
grow their own.

co

And Your Strength and
Energy le Below Par
it mar be mused by disorder di*

'wry function that pt.'mta
Meet* CO accumulate. ,For 1,41, -tvr
people tie' tired, weak and
when the kidneys tall to reett.ive so,
acids and other wasW matter Iron
blood.
You may sults; sagging banters%
rheumatic paha, beadachta, /limn%
getting up nights, leg pain*, reel*,
tfornntlInee frequent •un orenty %nu
.
floe with enntrtien and bort.' Is
other sign that Something is Wrpag Id*
the kidneys or bladder.
There should be no doubt t hitt sr
'
treatment is wiser limn n.,g1,,,t.
Iroon's Pine. It I. bettor to rely se a
/medicine that beg won COUnt
proval than on something IV.
known. Doon'a hav• been t roil and
ad many years. Are at ail drug nom.
Get Dome's today.
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Of Life Insurance, you can provide an ESTATE for
your own future, or for your family in event of prior death.

NEW YORK LIFE INS. CO.

John E. Young, Agt

Keep sending your dead stock to war, we
render the grease to make Bombs and Bullets
to help Hasten Victory.
We will remove your dead stock promptly.
Call us collect.

Kentucky Rendering Works
Telephone: Morgonfield 239 or
Uniontown 55
COLLECTORS OF WASTE GREASE

Nedra! Nea

Matched
'Shirts
Pants
Or
Twill
look w
mike a

wit

Car owners who do not heed this OPA
warning run the risk of not getting new tires.
Only a short time left before all unpaid taxes
for 1944 will be
advertised and sold. This means additional
expense. Pay now and
save money.
The law requires all male persons
between the ages of 21 and 70
to pay a poll tax. Your property or
salary is subject to execution
to satisfy this bill.
I am compelled to collect the taxes, and
please call and pay your
taxes to avgid advertisement.

Don't Delay—Drive in Today.' Have your
smooth tires recapped by factory methods.
You get all these extra Values:
1. Tough Grade-A truck rubber
2. Guaranteed workmanship and materials
3. Prompt Service
4. Factory Methods used
Extra tread depth for longer mileage
We have a large stock of Grade-A rubber
left. When this is gone, there is no more. Better
hurry and get yours.

Last Well

Mouthpiece for city news..
sleuth of side bar features

PAUL HUGHES . . City Editor
of The Lindsville Thum.
veteran to whom the "Fourth
Is
newspaper
Estate" is a family affair . • his
following la his literary footsteps.
three children
Born
in
Adair
County, Paul is a graduate
of Centre College, and of the
of Missouri's School of
Last summer he completed eight Ibilversity
Journalism.
months' study or postwar
under a Mooted Nieman Fellowship
Problems at Harvard
award.
Before Joining us seventeen
served the United Press ha year, age, Hughes worked on two St. Louts Panel's.
N. York, returned to
way of Ashland, whore he edited
Kentucky bY
Ashland Ind
t four years. In IOU
FilitflISPI BIWA ha lbor.1/.
Lead campaign in Washington. With t1stto algid With lie 51W
hoe found
evening classes at the University
to teeth imetalism
of Ludsville, serve' oa date
oesandadon, works eondstently for
the Mayor's
consolidation of %My...meaty governinter-racial
The elder of nilehte SIAM fNwiy with
Amsobted Preis In New York, Is sew•
Tfli with the 7* Army new in
Pram& AMAMI' son is editor
college
of Cent*. Centro
per. sad his daughter Is with
TM MOM
is a 134-year-old one-timean advertising agency In New York.
farm
home, built
mmultAtell numbered LIU. Its
furnishings were collected by when Louisville's
Ur& Usighola
antione-hobnylat

A sparkling resume of
local, national
and world news sivery
p.m.

LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
Play Urged For fitness

Circular Tells
Of Ewe Troubles

London — Brig, F. D. Howitt,
X-ray therapy and physical
fitness expert, gives this advice
on how to keep fit: "Stop watching others play games and start
playing them yourself."

pound Sunday,
point-free fat
require a point a
wise, the Office of Price
tration announced, red
values, will remain unin February, and there
no changes in present
int values for processed
agency said the 3-point
or margarine—one point
rd, shortening, and salad
king oils, recently reto rationing—is intended
'nue its availability for
and in effect, discourage
for cooking.
and jowl bacon, pork
s and clear plates, jowls,

a M. YOUNG
is-Chalmers
Dealer
rodonia, Ky.

jowl butts or squares, and regular plates are the fat pork
items which will require a point
a pound.
Points are being restored for
these pork items, OPA said, because the wholesale cuts from
which they are made are also
used in the production of lard,
now back on the ration list.
Supplies of meats to be available to civilians in the five-week
February ration period will be
smaller than in January on an
average weekly basis, it was
estimated.
Supplies of beef, veal, lamb
and mutton, and pork all will be
smaller on an average weekly
basis.
Six more red stamps will become valid Jan. 28, and five
more blue stamps Feb. 1.
Since the February rationing
period will last five weeks instead of four (Jan. 28-March 3),
six red stamps instead of the usual five are being validated.
Red stamps that will be good
beginning Jan. 28 for rationed
meats and fats, each worth 10
points, are Y-5, 2-5, A-2, B-2,
C-2 and D-2.
Blue stamps that will be good
Feb. 1 for processed food during the month are H-2, J-2, K-2,
L-2 and M-2, a total of 50 points.

YANKS GO HUNTING IN LUXEMBOURG—Pfc. Clinton Calvert
(left), of Bayard, Neb., and Cpl. Roy Swisher, of Washington, D.
C., return from a hunting trip in the woods of Luxembourg with
their bag of one deer and two rabbits. They are members of the
4th. Signal Company of the 4th. Infantry Division. (AP Wirephoto)

Homemakers

Speedy Knitting

Eddyville Road
Mrs. Charles Hubbard was
hostess Friday to the January
meeting of the Eddyville Road
Homemakers. The study for the
afternoon was "Refinishing Old
Floors," proved to be an interesting and timely subject and
was led by Mrs. Hubbard, assisted by Miss Nancy Scrugham
Members present
Mrs.
were
Urey Lamb, Mrs. L. C. Lisman,
Mrs. J. W. Hollingsworth, Mrs.
Henry Sevison, Mrs. Roy Willingham, Mrs. Charles Hubbard and
Mrs. Alvin Lisanby. Miss Nancy
Scrugham, Mrs. Drew Hubbard
and Jimmy Hubbard were visitors. Mrs. Paul Dorroh was received as a new member. A
clever quiz contest was led by
Mrs. Sevison after which the
hostess served tempting cookies
and tea. The club adjourned to
meet in February with Mrs. L.
C. Lisman.

Otter Pond
The Otter Pond Homemakers
Club met with Mrs. W. P. Crawford Tuesday afternoon for their
regular monthly meeting. Six
visitors and 15 members were
present. One new member was
added.
Mrs. Guy Shoulders and Mrs.
Ray Martin gave the major project lesson on "Reconditioning
Floors." Mrs. Ferd Wadlington,
recreation leader, directed
a
social hour. The club adjourned
with prayer, to meet February
20 with Mrs. Homer Mitchell.
Refreshments were served to
the following: Mrs. W. P. Crawford, Mrs. W. S. Denham, Mrs.
Collin Ladd, Mrs. George Mar
tin, Jr., Mrs. Ray Martin, Mrs.
Claud McConnell, Mrs. Homer
Mitchell, Mrs. Hyland Mitchell,
Mrs. Jimmie Mitchell, Mrs. Spurlin Murphy, Mrs. Guy Shoulders,
Mrs. L. B. Sims, Mrs. Ferd Wadlington, Mrs. Edd Smith, Mrs.
George Denham, Mrs. Alton
Cunningham, Misses Robbie Sims,
Nancy Scrugham, Joyce and
Kathryn Cunningham and Janice
Ann Martin.

London — A new 'British machine, knitting at twice the
speed of other appliances, is
claimed here to have broken
speed records in making rayon
fabric. It makes more than 2,350,000 loops a minute, using
5,000 threads.

Harlan Ennis, S. G. Wigginton,
Ralph Griffin; Frank Wilson,
Herbert Williams, Clifton Clift,
Press Adamson, Misses Grace
Adamson, Judy Griffin, Sarah
Jane Myers and Patricia Ennis.

Hall

Feeding is the most important
item in the control of pregnancy
disease of ewes, according to a
new circular of the Kentucky
Agricultural Experiment Station
called "Disease of Sheep." In
parts it says:
"The ewe should have sufficient feed not only to be in good
condition but to gain in weight
during pregnancy. Ewes in good
condition should gain 20 to 30
pounds during gestation. Thin
ewes should gain 30 to 40
pounds -or more. About half the
increase in weight should occur
during the last three of pregnancy.
"For prevention of pregnancy
disease it is important to have
the ewes continue gaining in
weight until the lambs are
dropped. The gain requirement
for one ewe will vary from a
half-pound or more daily during
the last month of pregnancy.
The amount of gain to feed depends upon the quality of hay
and pasture and the condition of
the ewe
"Changes in management may
result in lower feed consumption by ewes for a few days, and
this failure to eat may cause
pregnancy disease. In order to
avoid this trouble a system of
feeding,. and management should
be worked out before the ewes
become heavy with lamb, and
this system should be followed
without major change throughout the pregnancy period.
"The ewes should be fed and
quartered at all times in the
place where one expects to keep
them during periods of bad
weather. It is very undesirable
to make changes in feeding and
housing when the weather is

Hall Homemakers met with
Mrs. E. L. Barnes Monday afternoon, January 15. A lesson in
refinishing floors was studied
for the major project. Group
songs were sung after the lesson
period. Members present were
Mrs. Walter Barnes, Mrs. E. L.
Barnes, Mrs. Joe Horning, Mrs.
Joel Boitnott, Mrs. A. N. HornINDIANA ORDNANCE WORKS
ing, Mrs. Flave Barnes and Mrs.
R. T. Thompson of Princeton. CHARLESTOWN, INDIANA
Visitors were Miss Lee Barnes
and Miss Nancy Scrugham.

Cobb
Members of the Cobb Homemakers Club were guests TuesOpening in the following jobs:
day afternoon of Mrs. V. T.
Stenographers
White. Mrs. Earl Wood had
Secretaries
charge of the meeting. A lesson
Typists
in refinishing floors was studied
Laborers
with each member contributing
to the program. Seven members' Work week 54 hours, time and
one half in excess of forty.
and two visitors were present.
The group adjourned to meet
in February with Mrs. H. P.
Company representative will in.
White.
terview and hire at

Bong Rings ,Bell
At Cords, Too
Baton Rouge, La. — Maj.
Richard I. lung was an "ace"
at rummy long before he became
America's leading fighting ace,
according to S-Sgt. Charles
Stewart, Jr., of Charlotte, N. C.,
who includes himself among the
"Number One's" victints at rummy.
The 21-year-old crew chief arrived at Harding Field hei e after spending over two years in
the Pacific, during which he
served for a short time as Maj.
Bong's crew chief.
"When Bong was assigned to
our unit in New Guinea in 1943,"
Stewart explained, "he was just
a new pilot and had nothing
which made him stand out from
others.
"Maj. Bong would come and
sit in our rummy games. He
was plenty hard to beat. I know,
because I was one of his first
victims."

Mexican Spending
Program Outlined
Washington — Mexico will
need to spend about $118 million
in the United States on materials and equipment for longrange irrigation, power and industrial developments in the
next few years.
This is an estimate by the
Mexican-American
Commission
for Economic Cooperation,
which recommends reclamation
of three million acres of Mexican
land,

LISTEN 10 LISA SERGIO ... SLUE NETWORK . .. EVERY MONDAY

FORMULA 70...Watch dry
skin become smoother, softer
quickly with the regular use of
Botany Lanolin Formula 70.
Richer In lanolin, the precious
oil that helps maintain oil balance Knead it gently Into your
skin once or twice o week and
"Feel the Difference." $1.25;$2.

You may rind this item "Victory Packed," but the quality
remains unchanged.

changing from warm to cold or
is wet or snowy."

Complete
FURNISHINGS

Entire Home
MODERN,STUNNING SUITES
In Rich, Matched 2-Tone Veneers

War Manpower
Commission
limited States
Employment Service
"Not For A Day But For
Years To Come"

8:00 a.m. to 4 p.m.
203 East Ninth Street
HOPKINSVILLE, KY.

Crider
eCrider

rts
ts
d.
Twill—cut well, made
k well.
Sturdily made, with bartackake a very smart aping
at bib and hip pockets
with a solid color
and the hiimmer loop.
convenient button- Sanforized for continued good
patch pockets on the fit after washing.
Firm double stitched seams.
is are heavier weight
Men's Sizes

n Sale Friday Morning, Feburary 2, 1945

Homemakers held their
regular meeting Wednesday af-ternoon at the home of Mrs. Press
Adamson. Mrs. A. D. McElroy,
Club chairman, presided.
The program was opened with
a reading "To The New Year" by
Miss Grace Adamson. Mrs. Wilson Glenn gave the major project lesson in refinishing floors
and a report of the recent state
Farm Bureau convention which
she attended. The meeting was
concluded with a social period
conducted by Miss Adamson.
Refreshments were served to
Mesdames: Glenn, McElroy, G.
Sullivan, Hugh Yates, V..E. Coleman, Sarah Myers, J. C. Myers,

s great to be here... Have a Coca-Cola

1

Red Clover

Bed, Chest, Vanity and Bench. Every thing you want in this new, smartly

(Kentucky Grown)

styled modern bedroom suite. It's fine appearance is matched by a superior type of construction that assures long and highly staisfactory

Sweet Clover

We Have
Judy's Pride
Spark's Ky. Exp. No. 16
King's Barnett No. 41A
White Burley No. 33

Ammonium Nitrate
Nitrate of Soda and
Tobacco Plant Bed Fertilizer

or helping a soldier feel at home
he's back on furlough, three words, Have Calk, bring a
's old life back to minc$...bis days after school or thee
with the gags and with his girl. Ice-cold Coca-Cola holds a
y glace in American life. It should have a place in your family
. Wherever Americans go, Coca-Cola stands for the paws*
ref/Am—has become a symbol of our friendly way of life.

For All Farm Supplies
In Hopkinsville It's

• South Main Streit
Hopkinsvillo

OTHER SUITES PRICED $69.95 TO $225.00

alw"•
•
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City Will Join
In League Survey

‘0. IN UNIFORM

•••,

Officials Also Pledge
field Friday, Jan. 26.
James Catlett Visits
• • •
Aid In Promoting PostAunt In Louisville
Radioman 3/c James Catlett, Pvt. James E. Hogan
war Airport Here
S. C.
Monday's City Council
who is visiting his mother, Mrs. At Paris Island,
At
son
of
Hogan,
session, a communication from
Warren Catlett, Seminary street, Pvt. James E.
went to Louisville Monday of Mr. and Mrs. Everett Hogan, the Kentucky Municipal League
this week, to spend a few days Princeton, was inducted into the asked the City to join in dewith his aunt, Mrs. R. R. Poston, service January 4, and assigned fraying cost of a survey in proand family. He will return the to the Marines. He is stationed viding for current and post-war
last of this week to Princeton. at Paris Island, S. C. Pvt. municipal problems based on the
•••
Hogan's older brother, Pfc. L. J. study and formulation of a proHogan, is serving in the Philip- gram which will enable cities to
Byron Childress Home
pine Islands. Pvt. James E. set up a tax structure by which
On Extended Furlough
MO/MM James Byron (Buddy) Hogan is married to the former necessary funds may be proChildress, New York, arrived Miss Jean Wilson.
cured.
• • •
home Saturday, Jan. 27, to spend
The survey and study will be
a 30 to 60-day furlough with his Benefit To Veterans
directed by Dr. James W. Marwife and mother, Mrs, Lillie Explained To Kiwanians
tin, of the Bureau of Business
Belle Childress, and other re- B. D. Nesbet, field secretary Research, University of Kenlatives and friends here. He will for the Kentucky Disabled Veter- tucky, and former State Comreturn to New York at expirat- ans Board, was guest speaker at missioner of Revenue. The LaWednesday's Kiwanis Club meet- gue asked that Princeton conion of his furlough.
•••
ing. He explained two federal tribute $30 toward defraying the
acts providing assistance to men cost of the survey, which amount
Alton M. Harvill, Jr.
who served in the armed forces was appropriated.
Home From Alaska
Tech-1 Alton M. Harvill, Jr., during World War II.
A communication from the
of Alaska, arrived in Princeton,
Kentucky Aeronautics C6n,rWednesday, Jan. 31, to spend a William Pool Cook, USN
mission was read to the effect
30-day furlough with his parents; Is Ill At Great Lakes
that Princeton had been listed
Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Harvill, Apprentice seaman William for a proposed Class No. 2 airEddyville Road. Tech-1 Harvill Pool Cook, recently inducted in- port, under the national airport
is connected with the Medical to the U.S.N., is reported to be plan of the Civil Aeronautics
Corps, U. S. Army, and has not ill at the Great Lakes Naval Administration, and co-operation
been home since his induction, Training Station, Great Lakes, on the part of Princeton offiMarch 11, 1942. He is the only Ill. He is the son of W. and cials was pledged in the estabson of Mr. and Mrs. Harvill.
Mrs. Urey Cook, of the friend- lishment of the airport.
•••
ship section.
Regarding removal of an ob• •.
Returns To Air Base
struction from an alleged alley
After Furlough Home
Arrives In England
in the Big Spring Bottom secCpl. Walter M. Beavers, U. S. Mr. and Mrs. Lonnie Beavers, tion, City Attorney Lisanby reArmy Air Force, Fairfield, Calif., Fredonia Route 1, have been ported an amicable adjustment
has been spending several days' notified that their son, Cpl. had been reached and filing of
furlough with relatives and Aubrey R. Beavers, has arrived a suit was unnecessary. Sale of
friends in the city and county. safely in England, spending 312 motor vehicle licenses was
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Christmas Day in that country. reported, All Councilmen and
Charles H. Beavers, of the Corporal Beavers has been in the mayor attended.
Farmersville section, and enter- the armed forces since January
ed the service, August 11, 1942. 14, 1943, and was last stationed Meeting Clay
He returned to his base at Fair- at Camp McCoy, Wis.
Chapter No. 28
Clay Chapter will hold a called meeting 7:30 Friday evening,
Need help with your
Feb. 2nd. 1945 to confer the
first three degrees of the Chapter. Companions please attend.
B. B. Boitnott, High Priest.
G. W. Towery, Secretary.

Income Tax Return?

Need a 6 room dwelling on South Jefferson?
Need a 6 room dwelling on West Market Street?
Like to rent a 5 room dwelling on South Harrison
Would you like to save 20 per cent on your Fire and
Windstorm Insurance?
If you

are

K.U.Cummins,

Dr. Hallie C. Watt

Office over Wood Drug Company

Ky.

Office Phone 520-3; Home Office 530-W

OPTOMETRIST
IL Mai N.

Phone 254

Another Shipment
Forty Barrels New-Orleans Sugar House Molasses to sell at a slightly lower price.
Just as good, just as fine, makes hot biscuits, hot cakes fly. Rockland Brand
Sugar House New Orleans Molasses. 10 pound gallon $1.00.
Delicious Lady Betty

bulk lb. LAX

CAKES

bulk lb. 24

Splendid quality

bulk 3 lb. pkg.

RICE

30 oz. jar 43
(

MINCE MEAT
Whitehouse

PUFF. CAKES

29(

Flake

(
2 lb. jar 21

APPLE JELLY
American Beauty

PORK AND BEANS

jar 11

Very best quality, Great

3 lb. pkg. 23(

HOMINY
Table Garden

SALAD DRESSING 16 oz.

jar19(

Hasa'

NORTHERN BEANS 51b. pkg.

45(

New Texas

lb.

CABBAGE

Van Camp's

BEANS

21 oz. pkg.
with tomato Sauce

ID
13(
•

FREE: If !scent acid causes you
pains of Stomach Ulcers, Indigestion, Heartburn, Belching,
Bloating, Nausea, Gas Pains,
get free sample, Udga, at Dawson Drug Store.
23-25tp
FOR FROZEN FOOD LOCKER
rentals, Caldwell County
Locker Plant, see—J. E. or K.
R. Cununins, Telephone 441
or 120-J.
SEED CORN—For CI•nuine
Pfister Hybrid, the "Drought
Resistant Corn," see Hubert
Pinnetar, Varmint Trace Road,
Route IL

Tobacco Growers

pkg.

POP CORN

3tp.

LOST—Yellow gold watch and
band, somewhere between Butler gym and uptown Friday!
night. Please return to Miss'
Audie Green. Reward.
Itp

NOTICE

Better Taste

btl. 12(
BARBECUE SAUCE
Value
GREEN BEANS
No. 2 can 12c

Kentucky Has New
Venereal Hospital

Tender stringless

Large white
CELERY

17k
stalk 15(
lb

Parker House

1 lb. carton

COFFEE

32(

McKenzie

pkg. 10
(

PANCAKE MIX

Sweet new Texas

lb. SC

TURNIPS
U. S. No. I Indiana

WINSAP APPLES

lb.

10ft

turnip, mustard, kale, spina*

"WILCOW'ONIONS

ibAlf

Ladies' Misses'
And Children's
Straps-Pumps- Oxfords

New Spring

Footwear
Child's - $1.95 to $2.95
Misses' - $2.46 to $3.49
Ladies' - $2.49 to $3.95

The Madisonville Tobacco market will resume sales for Dark AirCured Tobacco

GkENS--

Red delicious

New

APPLES (Western box) lb. 11(

POTATOES

•

lb. 10(
lb. 11
(

Fresh Fruit, Fresh Vegetables, Fresh Meats. More for your Money all the time.

RED FRONT
CASH •sk CARRY

STORES

Wednesday,
Feb. 7

Ogden Loose
Leaf Poor
Madismille, Ky.
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Outstandin

17.
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Fink& Fair Store
,Whore Your Skis $$ Have More Cents

iikjnsvjlle
Burley S
'd Mitchell
$27 Aver
• Dark Fire.

"Pardoill Vs
For
Crowing!
BUT . . OF THE 20 "BEST" PICTURES
-v OF 1944, 18 WERE SHOWN AT THE
CAPITOL... OR WILL BE SOON!
The annual poll of representative critics and commentators of newpapers, magazines and radio to select the 20 "Beat" pictures of 1944 from
all Mins released last year has just been completed.
Here are the 20 "Best" pictures of 1944 as selected by these 479
judges:

threatening
'but never q

he the

;

Burley floo
high average for
state. Opening
. high returns
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selling brought
at Planters',
went for
the high
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DoPe reported
McGee, Rt.
11th l3i po.
and David
1, Cobb, with 4
average.
Boss, fieltaley,
Pounds were off
'of ;24 og
ed

tester P.
State Po

Going My Way, Song Of Bernadette, Since You Went
Away, Madam Curie, Dragon Seed, White Cliffs Of
Dover, Gas Light, A Guy Named Joe, The Story Of Dr.
Wassell, Lifeboat, Lassie Come Home, Double Indemnity, Arsenic And Old Lace, The Miracle Of Morgan's
Creek, Destination Tokyo, Mr. Skeffington, See Here,
Private Hargrove, Jane Eyre, The Sullivans and The
Adventures Of Mark Twain.

Secreta
te;
.Y Ho .
141ter
„. PeriPr
' u County 7
tion, was
2
f the ItefIttle

re4WaDen at
thleitates
ftalteeSoh wi

Of this list, 18 have either been shown at your Capitol Theatre, or

The first sale will be
Mid at the Otirden:
house.
We are now open for
reveiving.
Don't miss this sale.

0 signs
th one
by e Ja
•

popped in cellophane pkg.

FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
GREEN BEANS

TREATMENT have boon sold formate*
impious§of Matrons arising frost Illemisek
sad Dwodowal Men duo to Emus Add..
Poor litgootteos. Sour or Ulmee georow.
ttootherwo, Itoortbern. Shoplowwwww.
duo to latoot MM. Sold oo IS days' Vital
Ask for hVOIllorrro Milistoge. which fully
imolai= Ws trostment--froo—St
DAWSON'S DRUG STORE
WYLIE It MeCLELLAND

Februar 1, 19

CLASSIFIED ADS

or all of the foregoing, contact

Chocolate Nut

Local Scouters
At Annual Meet

Sparks On Program At
Madisonville; Movement
Shows Growth
Approximately 125 adult Boy
Scout leaders attended the annual meeting of the West Kentucky Area Council, BSA, at
Madisonville last Thursday night
among them Mr. and Mrs. W. C.
Sparks, R. S. Gregory, H. M.
Drain and J. F. Graham of
Pr incet o n, representing the
Three Rivers District.
W. C. Sparks delivered a
brief address in tribute to services rendered by scoutmasters.
George Grayson Harralson and
Jackie Pedley took part in the
Caldwell Sufferers Can program as the only Cubs present.
Go To Louisville For
In the election of officers, E. L.
Treatment
Newton, Owensboro, was reelectCaldwell county sufferers from ed president; G. M. Pedley, the
venereal diseases, along with Rev. A. B. Gross, Greenville, and
those in the 119 other counties, Stanley Hof f ma n, Henderson,
can go to the new State Treat- vice presidents; Eugene Hugger,
ment Center, located on the Owensboro, treasurer; W. E.
State Fairgrounds, Louisville, County, Owensboro, commissionand receive treatment, Dr. L. er, and W. C. Sparks, national
Cash,•county health officer, was representative. W. L. Mays and
advised Monday by the State R. S. Gregory were chosen exDepartment of Health.
board members-at-large.
The new hospital seeks to at- ecutive
showed the Area
Reports
tract those in the early stages Council gained 655 Scouts and
of these diseases and all county Cubs in 1944 over the 1943
health officers are asked by the
for a total of 1,554.
State office to place emphasis tip= membership,
than 600 attended the Geoon finding infectious cases and More
rge Warren Hogg Memorial Boy
sending them to the hospital, Scout
Camp, near Owensboro,
where they will be rendered noninfectious, thus choking off during the summer campaing
sources of spread, Dr. B. E. season.
Blackerby, State health com- Andre Maurois original name
missioner, writes Dr. Cash.
Herzog but he has
At present it is necessary for was Emile name
of Maurois in
the
patients to bring their own taken
personal life as well as in his
sleeping garments but later these his
will be furnished, the letter ad- writing.
vises. Patients will be transported to the State hospital in sta- QUICK RELIEF FROM
tion wagons operated by the *embolus of Distress Arising from
State Department of Health. Dr. STOMACH ULCERS
Cash asks interested persons to
TO EXCESS ACID
seek additional information at DUD
the county health office, in the FreelleveitTellsefilemeTrentmantthet
Nest Help or it Wil CostYen Needle
courthouse.
Over two mullion bottles oftboWILLAIIII

Richard Harding Davis, American journalist, came by his proAdministrator's Notice
through his father, who
All persons having claims fession
was a newspaper editor, and his
against the estate of the late mother,
who was a novelist.
James E. McLean will please
present them within 30 days; and
all persons knowing themselves
to be indebted to the said estate
will please come forward and FOR BATTERIES AND BATmake payment promptly.
TERY CHARGING,—come to
A. B. Cantrell,
Princeton Auto Sales,
3tp. us.
Administrator
Washington street, Princeton,
Phone 87.
1tc.
FOR SALE—Cows, fresh Jersey
cows. See Frank Clark, Cadiz,

interested in either,

Pink Bon Bon

Anna Louise Loftus
To Enter College Soon
Miss Anna Louise Loftus, recently employed as teacher in
Ormsby Village, near Louisville,
has been granted leave of absence to enter William's and
Mary's College, Richmond, Va.,
where she will take an Army
emergency course, in which she
will major in occupational therapy. Upon completion of the work
Miss Loftus will be assigned to
a hospital under direction of the
U. S. government. She is spending a few days in Princeton with
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. John
Loftus, Washington street.

Thursda

will be soon. The other two named in the 2(1 "Best" have not been gentrally released. ,'We"Sare keenly aware
our responsibility to you as your entertainment servants to bring you the Zbest of the best" in the screen world and
know that our record of accomplishment is gratifying to you.
It is our constant endeavor to give you entertainment of unusual
merit and in as pleasant and comfortable surroundings as could be found
In any theatre in a metropolitan city.
•
In these critical times, motion pictures have proved themselves to be
the best factor in building morale on the Home Front - - "Motion
Pictures
are your best form of entertainment."

Capitol Theatre
Thos. J. Simmons, Manager
st

thlteehttY

